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SUMMARY 
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Problems involved in obtaining the desired thickness of bridge decks were 
•nvest•gatedo The study, which was limited to decks which were longitudinally 
screeded during construction, included (1) field measurements o£ the girder de• 
flectZons during construction, and (2) a theoretical £rame analysis o£ the girder 
deflections under the field loading conditionso Each o• the two spans investigated 
were simply supported steel plate girder designs° 

When full span length longitudinal screeding is used, the finished grade 
elevations are set on the screeding edge of the machine, and remain independent 
of the bridge girder deflections during deck•placemento Consequently, any factor 
affecting the girder deflections, and thus the forming elevations, will, in turn have 
bearing on the final thickness of a bridge deck° In addition• all factors which, in 
effect, cause the deck forming to be too high at the time the concrete is screeded to 
grade have the potential of causing a shy deck thickness° The most significant factors 
were found to be• 

(I) Plan dead load deflection values which are in error, 

(2) the differential temperatures existing between the top and bottom 
flanges of the girders during concrete placement as opposed to those 
that may have existed when the forming elevations were established, 
and 

(3) the transverse position of the concrete dead loading at the time a final 
screeding pass is made over a given point on a span° 

Based on the results of the study• certain recommendations are offered regarding 
the computation of dead load deflections and precautions to be observed during construc• 
tion when longitudinal screeding of the concrete deck is used° 

iii 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions are based on the results of a field and analytical 
study of the deflections of two simply supported steel plate girder spans during 
the construction of the bridge decks° The conclusions pertain to bridge decks 
constructed by use of the full span longitudinal concrete placement and screeding 
technique° 

i® Differential temperatures between the top and bottom flanges 
of steel girders can be quite high due to solar radiation 
when the deck forms are in placeo The resulting effect is an 
upward deflection of the girders° If bridge deck forms are 
established to grades complying essentially with a thermally 
neutral condition on the girders, but the concrete deck is 
longitudinally screeded to grade during differential thermal 
conditions, a shy deck thickness could result° Upward midspan 
deflections on the order of 0o 40 inch due to solar radiation were 
measured on a 96•2 :' long steel girder span° 

It is apparent that exact steel girder elevations cannot be 
established when any degree of solar radiation is present° 
On different days having similar, weath6r, temperature, and 
solar conditions, however, the elevations of,' the girders will 
be close to identical at approximately the same time of day° 

The heat of hydration of plastic concrete prior to initial set 
would have an insignificant effect on girder deflections for 
warm weather deck placement ¢onditionso The evidence suggests 
that solar radiation, changes in air temperature, and the initial 
temperature of .the plastic (:•oncrete influence girder temperatures 
more than does the heat of •vdrationo In this respect• it should be 
noted, that differential temperatu:res could develop during cold weather 
concrete placement as well as during warm weather placement° 

The average compression of the neoprene bearing pads due to the 
dead load of the concrete deck was on the order of 0o 02 inch, which 
does not warrant consideration in, the calculation of dead load de- 
flections 

This study and others (2) indicate that there is a tendency for plan 
dead load deflections to be i,n error on the high side° Thus, the 
deck •orms would be set too high and with full span longitudinal 
screeding a shy deck thi•kness would res•Ito Plan deflection errors 
are believed to be due to designers including the dead weights of all 
superstructure components rather than that o• the concrete deck onlyo 

The field deflection measurements show that the structural steel 
•raming of each of the two spans tested acted as a unJt due to the 
diaphragm connections between the girders° 
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A comparison of the lield deflection data with a theoretical analysis 
o• deflections o.f semirigidly connected girders suggests that the 
bolted diaphragm connections on the two study spans act in a semi• 
rigid fashion. It was estimated from the comparison that the 
connections have an-end lixity factor o• approximately 0• 20, which, 
in effect, is not greatly different •rom a rigid connection with an 
end lixity factor o• Io 0o 

For the two spans tested the conventionally calculated dead load 
deflection values were found to check very close to the actual field 
deflections when concrete placement was 2 ! 

• 
to 3 bays beyond the 

girder in question. Thus, if the final screeding pass had lagged 
behind concrete placement by at least three bays• the conventionally 
calculated dead load deflections would have been acceptable for both 
study spans.° This result, however, must be qualified to structures 
similar to the two study spans° Bridges with high skew angles, for 
example, would likely present a different situation° 

At a point where roughly three=quarters of the deck concrete had 
been placed, however, there was a tendency on both study spans 
for the final pass of the longitudinal screeding machine to f•ollow too 
closely behind concrete placement° It is concluded that the plan dead 
load deflection values, a•er being checked to assure correctness, should 
be reduced by 25% to compensate for such occurrences° 
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When lull span longitudinal screeding is to be •sed i•or constructing simple 
span bridge decks, it is recommended• 

io That initial girder elev°ations to be used for calc•.•lating the deck 
forming elevations be established when the thermal conditions on 

the girders will approximate those expected to prevail at the time 
the concrete is screeded to grade° The deck f•or:ms should be 
checked and adjusted •ertically when. solar radiation is representative 
of the most extreme conditions that might be expected on the day of 
deck placement. Assuming sunny conditions• early-to mid-afternoon 
on the day before concrete placement would normally be representative 
oi' the most extreme (hottest) solar conditions° Very early or very 
late concrete placement operati_ons, when solar radiat£on is not 
present• would o• course eliminate this problem° In th•s case the 
forming eleYations should be established when the girders are most 
likely to be in a thermally neutral position, io eo• when the top and 
bottom girder fla•n.ges are at the same temperature° 

That the plan dead load deflections o.• the girders be checked be£ore 
construction to assure that the values are based on the dead load 
the deck concrete onlyo 

That the correct plan dead load. deflection values be reduced by 25% 
to provide a compensating s•ety factor for instances when the last 
pass o£ the screeding machine follows too close behind concrete 
placement° 

That during deck placement the linal pass of• the longi.tudinal 
screeding machine lag behind concrete placement by at least three 
bay lengths whenever practical° A bay length is defined• for this 
purpose• as the distance between adjacent girders° 

That for bridge spans with large skew angles (I0 ° 
or greater) the 

dead load deflections be checked by a computer frame analysis 
similar to that used in this study and included in Appendix Co For 
the .•rame analysis the deflections of each girder should be based 
on the three-bay=lag behind concrete placement principle° If the 
resulting values are lower than those obtained by conventional 
calculations• the lower values should be used for establishing 
deck forming elevations. 
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INTRODUCTION 

As bridge design trends have tended toward longer, more flexible spans 
and as construction techniques have become more sophisticated, the design 
thickness of bridge decks is often more difficult to obtain during construction° 
When deficient deck thicknesses occur there are virtually no reliable corrective 
measures for restoring lost structural strength• and where insufficient cover 

over the reinforcing steel results, permanent maintenance problems may develop° 

During bridge deck construction there are two basic methods for screeding 
the concrete deck to grade, namely the transverse and the longitudinal (by nature 
of the screeding machine's orientation to the alignment of the bridge)o This study 
was concerned only with the longitudinal placement and screeding technique• which 
is widely used by Virginia contractors° 

Longitudinal type screeding machines such as the one shown in Figure i 
are most often used on simple spans I00 fro or less in length though they have been 
used on spans of greater length° The transverse screed rails supporting the machine 
are normally set to the finished grade at each end of the span° The finished grade of 
intermediate points on the deck are set on the longitudinal strike off edge of the 
screeding machine° Assuming structural stability of the machine, these elevations 
remain fixed and are independent of the girder deflections occurring during concrete 
placement° Consequently, the final thickness of the bridge deck will be dependent 
upon the actual deflections of the girders at the time the concrete deck is struck off 
to grade. Accordingly, all factors influencing the girder deflections during construction 
have a direct bearing on the final thickness of a bridge deck° 

One factor of concern regarding the deck thickness problem involves the 
effect on deflections of interconnecting diaphragms between the bridge girders° Con= 
ventional procedures for computing plan dead load deflection •alues assume that 
diaphragm connections are hinged, io eo, that each girder is free to deflect independ• 
ently under the dead load of that portion of the concrete deck it would carry°. When 
concrete is placed down one side of a bridge span, as is the case when a deck is to 
be longitudinally screeded, the deflections of girders directly under the load will be 
partially restrained by the interconnecting diaphragm ac•tion with the unloaded girders° 
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Figure io A longitudinal type bridge deck screeding machine° 
A longitudinal work bridge lies to the right behind 
the screeding machine° 

Thus, if the concrete deck is struck off to grade over one girder before concrete 
is placed over the remaining girders, then the deflection of this girder will not be 
as much as calculated and the deck will be shy by the difference° An earlier 
theoretical analysis(l) of bridge girder deflections during concrete decking in= 
dicated that deficient deck thicknesses could result where longitudinal screeding 
•ollows too closely behind concrete placement° This analysis• however• assumed 
full rigidity at all diaphragm connections° For bolted connections, which currently 
are widely used, the assumption ol a rigid joint may not be applicable under the 
variable loading conditions existing during deck l•lacemento An earlier investi- gation(2) of a shy bridge deck thickness, for example, suggested that partial 
restraint of deflections during deck placement will occur where rigid cross frame 
diaphragms are usedo In the present study• field measurements and a theoretical 
analysis of, semirigidly connected simple span bridge girders were used to investi- 
gate the actual vso the theoretical deflections occurring during bridge deck con- 
structiono The theoretical analysis of semirigidly connected bridge girders was based 
on a computer program developed, especially for the study by Lisle° (3) 

Other factors of concern which could have a bearing on girder deflections 
during construction were investigated° These included the effects of thermal •actors 
such as the heat of hydration o• the concrete during deck placement and solar heating 
of the top flanges of the steel girders prior to concrete placemento To determine the 
order of magnitude of the influence of the thermal factors, temperature measurements 
were taken on the steel girders during the field investigations° 
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The general, purpose of tb,e study was m deter:mine the order oi magnitude 
of the effects of several variables on. the defi, ect:i, ons of a simple span bridge girder 
system during the placement and screedin• of the concrete deck° More speech :•,allv 
the objectives of the mvestigat:ion were as f011ows 

To investigate the girder deflect:•,ons at progressive stages of 
concrete deck place:ment, and to ev-aluate the adequacy of the 
conventional method of ¢:o:mpu•ing plan dead load deflections 
for a bridge deck that :is to be placed and screeded longitudinally 
over the full span length° 

To estimate by use of a co•mparison of the theoretical and 
field data the degree of diaphragm connection rigidity on the 
particular spans selected ,for smdyo 

To investigate the theoretical, effects of diaphragm connection 
rigidity on the deflections of a girder system, and. to compare the 
results with actual defle(•tion data obtained during progressive 
stages of deck placement° 

To obtain fi•eld data on the differential, thermal conditions between 
the upper and. lower flanges of steel, girders due to solar heating 
prior to and the hydration heat of concrete subsequent to concrete 
deck placemento 

The general scope of, the study was limited to simple span steel girder bridges 
with bolted diaphragm connection type designs° N addition, the study was limited to 
bridge decks constructed by use of longitudinal placement and screeding of the eon• 

ereteo 

Structures Stndied 

One span on each of two bridges was selected and. instrumented for field study 
during the construction of the decks° These spans, whieh were constructed by the 
Central C•ntracting Company of Farm•ille• V:•rgi, nia, were 

Span #3 of the Rteo 607 bridge o•er interstate Rteo 64• Louisa 
County• eonstruc',tion• lWo,•ect 006,4•054•i01• B609• and, 

Span. #4 of the southbound ]sane of Rteo 1,5 o•er interstate Rteo 64, 
Louisa Cou•nty, construction project 0064•054•101, B606o 

The Rteo 607 span was composed of six parallel, girders; the Rteo 15 span was 

composed of seven° The steel framing diagrams showing dimensions and. locations of 
the test instrumentation (described later) for t•e Rteo 607 and Rteo 15 spans are given 
respectively in Figures 2 and 3o Typi(-•al cross seetionM views of the superstr•cture 
showing the girder and d•iaphragm coniig•,rattons of the two bridges are shown, later 
in Figures 19 and 28 
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INSTRUMENTATION• TESTS• AND PROCEDURES 

Since the field measurements were made on actual structures during the 
construction, o• the bridge decks• the work was sub, coted to several constraints° 
First, it was necessary that the deck forming be in place before most of the 
instru.mentation could be installed on. the spans to be tested° Consequently, very 
little time was available to accomplish this task without causing excessive delay 
to the contractor. Secondly, the data collection tecbn, iqu.es and measurement 
devices had to be designed for minimum obstruction and. delay during the general 
construction of the bridge or the roadwa/v grading. Thirdly, .for obvious reasons, 
concrete placement operations could not be de],ayed for long periods o• time to 
permit data collection. Th.us• the number of measurements taken during each 
delay in operations was limited to that which could, be handled in approximately ten 
to fi•een minutes. In addition, the weather and other uncontrollable construction 
•actors exlcluded the use ol some types ol instrumentation that could not be depended 
upon to function properly under adverse conditions° All the aforementioned con• 
straints were considered in selecting the methods and procedu.res of data collection 
described below. 

Girder Deflection Instrumentation 

Since some o• the deflection increments to be measured were expected to be 
on the order of hundredths of an inch, a high precision modified Wild "'N•III" level 
was selected as the most feasible instrument for use in the study° The modified 
"N•III" level is capable of direct readings to 0o 001 ol an. inch by nature ol a plane= 
parallel glass plate mounted, in front of the objective lense° When tilted• the glass 
plate displaces the line of sight, which serves as an optical micrometer that can be 
used to measure fractions of an observed, rod graduation° 

For each o•f the two spans studied the level was mounted on a trivet that in. 
turn, was set in stationary lugs on, the top of the lowest elevation pier cap at one end 
of the span° In addition, the level was centered on the cap directly above one of the 
circular pier columns. The line of sight o• the level was thus slightly below the 
bottom flanges of the steel girders° Figure 4 shows the level mounted on top of a 
pier cap of the Rteo 607 bridge• In order to sight through the level it was necessary 
that the operator lie in a prone position° This requirement was facilitated by erecting 
scaffolding behind the pier as shown in Figure 50 

Special design, rod and scale units were installed at the quarter points of each 
girder on the spans tested° As illustrated in Figure 6, the rod. and. scale unit was 
mounted in an adjustable bracket that :in turn was attached to a large "C '• clamp° The 
"C" clamp, which was fabricated for •.se in tbJ, s particular study, was attached to the 
girder flanges as close to the web as possible° iBy use of a hand level, the rod on each 
unit was set plumb° Flat• one=foot long, engineer's scales with half inch major grad• 
uations were mounted to the rods and ad,iusted v•ertically so that all scales would 
intersect the line of sight of the level° Finally• a reference scale was mounted to the 
pier cap at the opposite end of the span from that of the position of the level instrument° 
A view of the rod. and s•:ale attachments on the •nderside of the Rteo 607 span is shown 
in Figure 7. The locations of all the deflection measurement instrumentation are 
given on the framing diagrams of Figures 2 and 3 for each span tested• 
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Figure 4. A view of the precision level and trivet 
positioned on top of a bridge pier cap. 

Figure 5. A view of part of the instrumented span on the 
Rte. 607 bridge showing the scaffolding which 
was erected around the pier. The level operator 
was positioned on top of the scaffolding to the right 
of the pier shown. 

-7- 
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Steel Girder 

,od & Scale. 

Adjustable Bracket. 

Special Design "C" Clamp. 

Figure 6. Details of a typical rod and scale unit attached to 
the lower flange of a bridge girder. 

Figure The scale units attached to the lower flanges of the 
steel girders as viewed from the position of the level 
instrument. A typical diaphragm connection is also 
shown (Rte. 607). 

-8- 



Thermal Instrumentation 

A twenty•four channel Honeywell thermocouple recorder powered by a 
portable generator (Figure 8) was used to collect temperature data on the steel 
girders. Thermocouples, using a type J iron•constantan wire, were placed on 
the top and bottom flanges of the girders at the midspan length points. The re• 
maining channels on the recording device were utilized by placing thermocouples 
on the girders at the quarter•span length points° The top flanges were emphasized 
in this case since it was expected that temperature variations would be greatest on 
the top side due to cloud cover and other factors affecting the sun's radiation° In 
addition, during concrete placement operations, the larger number of gages were 
needed on the top flanges to monitor the effects of variations in the positioning of 
the fresh concrete on the thermal conditions of the steel girders° On the Route 
607 span, thermocouples were placed at mid-depth of the web of the two outside 
girders° A typical installation on the top flange of a girder is shown in Figure 9. 
Locations of all the gage points on each span tested are given in Figures 2 and 3o 

Figure 8o The Honeywell t_.hermocouple recorder mounted in a 
steel cabinet •or •ield, use, A portable generator to the 
le•t o• the recorder supplied the operating power (Route 
15 span), 
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Figure 9o Typical thermocouple gage in place on 
the top flange of a steel girder, 

During the placement of the concrete decks the Honeywell recorder was in 
continuous operation° A complete cycle o• ihe twent•four thermocouple locations 
was made every 12 minutes, i® eo, a temperature measurement was taken auto- 
matically at each location, every 12 minutes. Other temperature measurements 
were taken prior to concrete placement on the Rte• 607 span to determine the 
independent effect of solar radiation on girder deflections° 

Deflection Instrumentation 

Both of the structures instrumented were designed with neoprene bearing 
pads located at the expansion ends ol the spans° In order to measure and account 
for the dead load deflections of these pads, dial gages were set as close to the center• 
line o• bearing of• each girder as possibleo In addition, on the Rteo 607 span• de= 
flection measurements were taken at a fixed end, steel bearing point to determine the 
order ol magnitude o• the vertical movement at these types of assemblieso 

The dial gages were mounted to a heavy steel stand• which in turn was se= 

cured to the top of the pier cap by use of• an, epoxy resin• The tops of the bottom 
flange oi' the steel girders were cleaned and all loose paint was scraped of• at the 
contact point between the steel and, the gage point° A typical installation of a dial 
gage at a neoprene bearing is shown m Figure 10o 
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Figure i0o A typical dial gage installation used to 
measure bearing deflections during 
placement of• the concrete bridge decks° 

Str ain._•______Gag___e Instrument•atio___•n 

As noted in the original Working Plan for this study (4), 
strain measurements 

were considered optional since conditions during construction were not expected, to 
be amenable to the successful performance of strain, instrumentationo Furthermore• 
strain, data were not required to fulfill the objectives of the study° As shown in the 
framing diagrams of Figures 2. and 3• however, a limited number of SR-4 wire gages 
were mounted on the horizontal leg of the angle members of the diaphragms located 
nearest to midspano The purpose of these gages was to provide strain data on the 
behavior of the diaphragms during deck placement° 

Only two days between the completion of the deck forming and the placement 
of the concrete deck were available for installation, of all •.e instrumentation on the 
Rteo 15 spano Consequently, a lack of time prevented the setting up of the strain 
indicator at a location out from under the spano Unexpectedly, the contractor used 
water to wet down the deck forming just prior to .the beginning of concrete placement• 
and some o• the water came through the forms and splashed down on the strain indi- 
cator and switching unit° On the Rteo 607 span• the strain gages were installed, 
waterproofed, and the recording instruments moved irqm under the span° Subsequently• 
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however, several days o• heavy rain delayed placement of the deck° During place= 
ment of the concrete on each span strain readings were taken but in each case mal- 
functioning of the system was apparent during strain readouts• The strain data 
were plotted and reviewed but found to be completely unreliable due probably 
to the unfavorable conditions cited, above, As a result no further discussion or 
presentation of these data will be given in this report, 

Tests on the Plastic Concrete 

Tests made on the plastic concrete were restricted to the, measurement of 
those properties which would have the most direct influence on the bridge girder 
deflections during deck placement, The following tests and measurements were 
made on each of the two spans: 

The time of initial, and final set (ASTM C403•68) was run on 
three representative batches of the concrete° Samples were 
selected near the beginning, the half-way point, and the con- 
clusions of the deck placement operations° 

Unit weight determinations (ASTM C138•63) were made on six 
samples selected at intervals to be generally representative 
the concrete placed in each area between the girders° 

3• The temperature of the concrete was measured at discharge 
from the mixer trucks, and the ambient air temperature was 
recorded continuously during the placement operationso 

Fi•eld St•u•dv Procedures 

By use o• ladders, all of the instrumentation was installed on the two spans 
while construction was in progress° Initial readings were taken on all systems 
just prior to the beginning of deck placement operations• Subsequent measurements 
were taken by delaying placement operations when the concrete deck load was, as 
nearly as practical, midway between adjacent girders (with the exception that the 
first delay •or measurements was made between the second and third girders from 
the beginning side of the span)o Final measurements were taken when all the con= 
crete was in place with the exception of the thermal data, which were collected for 
several hours after completion o• the decks° 

As mentioned earlier• temperature data were recorded automatically through= 
out the placement operations° In addition• temperature and deflection measurements 
were taken on the Rteo 607 span several days prior to concrete placement to in- 
vestigate the independent effects on girder elevations of differential temperatures 
resulting from solar radiationo 

With the exception of the placement delays for measurements, the contractor's 
normal procedures were used during construction° All elevations and grades used to 
establish the position of the deck forming were set by the contractor's personnel and 
checked by the• Virginia Department of Highways inspectors, 

12- 
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During deck concreting a record o• the time and sequence of events was 
The •ollowing information was recorded• 
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The time at which all measurements were taken., 

the position o.f the screeding machine relative to the concrete 
loading position when deflection measurements were made, 
and 

3• the time at which the .final pass of the screed was made over 
each girder and the position of the concrete loading prevailing 
at that time° 

At the outset of the study it was expected that the above inlormation would be used 
for relating the field measurements to any differences between the plan. and actual 
thicknesses of the completed bridge decks° For reasons to be explained in the 
results of the study an analysis of any differences between the plan and the actual 
deck thicknesses would be of no value and, in fact, fruitless° Similarly, final 
elevations on the surface of the completed decks were not required as outlined, in 
the working plan(4) since these data would also have been used to examine differ- 
ences in deck thicknesses° The actual thicknesses of the decks, however, were 
determined, by depth probe measurements taken through the plastic concrete after 
the screeding machine had struck the decks to grade° These measurements, which 
are taken routinely by the project inspector• were made at the quarter points of 
each span. tested° 

The placing and screeding of the Rteo 15 deck was recorded, by time lapse 
photography, and on the Rteo 607 span• photographs were taken of the various 
stages of deck placement at which deflection, measurements were made° 

Env____ironmental. C_o_nditions Dur•i_ng___Deck Pl_______acemen•t• 

The deck concrete on each of the two spans that were instrumented was placed 
during warm and sunny weather° The Rteo 15 span was placed on May 28 with the 
air temperature ranging from 66OFto •9°,and the Route 607 span was placed on July 14 when the air temperature ranged from 64 ° to 92 ° during the decking operations. 

RESULTS (RTEo 607 SPAN #3) 

Although the Rteo 15 span was placed the earliest and thus was instrumented 
and tested first, the results of the Rteo 607 measurements can more logically be 
presented first° There are two reasons.for this° First, the Rteo 607 bridge has 
the narrower roadway (28 fro as opposed to 38 f.t. on the Rteo 15 bridge) and one 
less girder in the superstructure framing° Secondly, and more importantly, 
there was sufficient time (due to rain and other construction delays) to shady the 
independent effects of solar radiation on the steel girder defi, ections for several 
days prior to the placement of the deck concrete on the Rteo 607 bridge° 



Solar Radiation and Thermal Differentials 

The Rteo 607 span generally runs in a north-south direction° Accordingly• 
the morning sun generally falls on the east side of the superstructure and gradu- 
ally passes over to the west side in the evening. During several sunny days in 
June and July, differential thermal and deflection readings were taken on the 
girders while only the deck forming was in place. As shown in Figure Ii, the 
deck forming shielded the lower flanges of the interior girders from the sun° 

The exterior girder on the east side was exposed to the sun in the morning and 
the exterior girder on the west side was exposed to the afternoon sun° In addition, 
the vertical forming on each side of the span tended to shield the top of the east 
girder in the morning and the top of the west girder later in the afternoon° A trans- 

verse section of the steel framing of this span is shown directly above Figures 12(a) 
and 12(b), which show, respectively, the average differential temperatures recorded 
between the top and bottom flanges of the girders and the resulting upward midspan 
deflections of the girders. 

Figure Iio The 96•-.2 '' length span (Rte. 607) with 
only the deck forming in place. 
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At 7:00 a.m. on July 1, the temperature differential between the top and 

bottom flanges was virtually neutral (Figure 12(a) and the corresponding girder 
elevations at midspan were recorded at that time and used as a reference (Figure 
12(b) )o Comparisons of the.temperature differentials at 10:00 a. mo, 1:15 p.m., 
and 3:45 p.mo with the corresponding midspan deflections generally show that 
the upward deflection of the steel girders increases with increasing temperature 
differentials. In addition, transfer of the thermal loading between girders via 
the diaphragm connections is indicated by the smooth transverse deflection pattern° 
Upward midspan deflections of 0.43 inch were recorded on girders number 5 and 6 
at 3.45 pomo All the girders reached an upward deflection level of approximately 
3/8 inch above the reference level during the early afternoon° As will be discussed 
in more detail in the next section, thermal deflections of this order of magnitude 
could have a significant bearing on bridge deck thicknesses. 

It can also be noted that the differential temperatures varied transversely 
across the span width due to its orientation to the angle of the sun° Thus, the mid- 
span girder elevations not only varied significantly in magnitude but the slope of the 
transverse pattern of upward deflections reversed during the course of the day° 
This transverse "warping" effect, due to the sun moving toward the west, is illus- 
trated in Figure 13 where the midspan girder elevations for two different days are 
referenced to the elevations existing at 12:00 noon. Observing the upward movement 
of girder #6 and the downward movement of girder #1, a difference in the relative 
elevation of these two girders on the order of 1/4 inch occurred between 12:00 noon 
and 3:45 pomo on June 30° It can also be noted from Figure 13 that during days of 
similar climatic conditions, and at nearly the same time of day, the differential 
temperatures and thus the upward deflections of the girders are quite similar. For 
the two comparative days illustrated, the maximum difference in elevation was 1/32 
inch at girder #6° It might be concluded from these data that for two different days 
having similar weather, temperature, and solar conditions, the elevations of the 
girders will be close to identical at approximately the same time of day. It is 
apparent, however, that exact girder elevations cannot be established when any 
degree of solar radiation is present. 

Figure 14 shows the temperatures on the upper and lower flanges alad at mid- 
depth of the exterior girders. Temperatures on the order of 120OF were measured 
on the top flanges, but at mid-depth of the web the temperatures were about the same 
as those on the lower flanges. It is likely that some of the heat from the top flanges 
is conducted down into the web as shown, but becomes insignificant before reaching 
the mid-depth level° 

While the maximum temperature differentials recorded .between the upper 
and lower flanges in this study were on the order of 25OF,it is possible to experience 
differentials of a higher order of magnitude° In a study of the thermal behavior of a 
box section type bridge in the London area, for example, Capps(5) has reported ex- 
treme temperature differentials on the order of 50°Fo 
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Figure 13. Midspan girder deflections and temperature differentials at similar 
times of day but on different days. The girder deflections are with 
reference to the elevation existing at noon of each day. 
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Solar Radiation During Deck Placement 
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It is important to note that solar radiation can also cause changes in elevations 
of bridge girders during day time deck placement operations° When girder elevation 
changes are considered relative to the initial elevations measured for calculation of 
forming elevations, significant deck thickness can be lost if the span is longitudinally 
screededo This fact can best be illustrated in Figure 15o If no temperature differ- 
ential exists between the top and bottom flanges of a simply supported bridge girder, 
it is in a thermally neutral position (Figure 15A)o Under conditions of solar radiation, 
differential temperatures will generate an expansive force, F, in the upper flange 
which is resisted by an opposing force in the lower flange to create a bending moment, M, 
as shown° The resulting effect is an upward deflection of the girder (Figure 15B)o If 
the deck forms are established to grades complying with the neutral position of the 
girder, but the concrete deck is screeded to grade under differential thermal condi- 
tions, the thickness of the deck will be decreased by an amount • (Figure 15C)• 

In order to minimize the effects of solar radiation: (i) deck forming eleva- 
tions should be established when the thermal conditions on the girders will approximate 
those anticipated at the time of concrete placement; and/or (2) the deck forms should 
be adjusted vertically at a time when the thermal condition of the girders will approxi- 
mate the condition expected to prevail at the time the concrete is screeded to grade° 
The latter precaution is important since the in-place forming will shield the lower 
portion of the girders from solar radiation and thus cause high differential tempera- 
tures on hot, sunny days. Differential thermal effects can be virtually negated, of 

course, by very early or very late deck placement operations, io e., placement 
when solar radiation will not be a problem° 

General Thermal Differentials During Dec_k_Placeme_nt 

The temperatures on the upper and lower flanges of each girder, the tempera- 
ture of the plastic concrete, and the ambient air temperature on the day of deck 
placement are shown in Figure 16 for each girder on the Rteo 607 span• The times 
of initial and final sets of the concrete were determined from test data (see Appendix 
Figure A-I)o Some observations from Figure 16 indicate the following facts 

In early morning (6:30 aomo) the lower flanges of the steel girders 
were warmer than the upper flanges 

The temperature on the top flange of all the girders increased rapidly 
due to solar radiation until the concrete was placed over the top flanges° 

The rate of temperature increase on the bottom flanges was no greater 
than the rate of increase in the ambient air temperature° In addition, 
the temperature of the lower flanges remained lower than the air 
temperature in the afternoon° 
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Figure 15. An illustration of the possible effects of solar radiation on bridge deck 
thickness when longitudinal screeding is used. 
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Ai'ter the concrete was placed over each girder, the general 
rate of rise in temperat,•re on the top flanges decreased, and 
in most cases was usually less than, the rate o• increase in. the 
ambient air temperature° 

The temperature on the top flanges o• each girder at the time of 
initial set was not signilicantly higher than, and in :most cases was 
nearly tb, e same as• the initial temperature ol the plastic concrete° 
This suggests that the heat o• h•dration ol• tl•e concrete has very 
little i• any direct e[lect on the temperature o• the upper flanges o• 
the girders prior to initial set of the con•reteo 

Between the initial set and the •inal set o• the concrete• the rate of. 
temperature rise on. t.be top flanges increased, which indicates that 
the ei•lects o• heat of hydration are more signi•i•ant a•ter initial set 
has occurred° It should, be noted, however• that concrete deck 
•inishing would have to be completed prior to i•inal set and. that the 
concrete would be very diflic_u,]£ to work subsequent to initial set 
(500 psi penetration resistance)° 

In summary the above observations suggest that the heat of hydration of the 
concrete would ha•e an insignialeant e•fect on. girder deflections during de(•k place• 
ment and •inishingo The top flanges o[ the steel girders, however• are at a higher 
temperature than the lower flanges during deck finishing operations, due to solar 
radiation• a general rise in ambient air temperate.re, and the initial higher tempera• 
ture o• the •resh concrete° Since the Rteo 15 concrete placement began, at a later hour 
and lasted later in the day, the data parMleling that shown, above, and presented later, 
is more profound and substantiates these general conclusions° 

Bearing Pad Deflections 

Figure 1,7 shows the results ol measurements made at the neoprene expansion 
bearing pads during placement ol the concrete on, the Rteo 607 span° The top portion 
o.• the figure shows the approximate deck placement loading intervals at which the 
corresponding pad deflections were measured° (Note that the same loading intervals 
were used for the girder deflection measurements• wl•ich are discu.ssed later o) 

As would be e•pected, the neoprene pads compress under the direct loading 
of the concrete decko It can be observed that each of the deck loading intervals has 
an effect on the pads under the adjacent girders° The ei•lects of loading interval #i, 
for example, are transmitted, beyond the second, bearing pad• and result in a slight 
compressive effect on pads three and four and a slight uplift at pads five and six. 
This general transverse deflection pattern continued with each loading interval until 
all pads had deflected, at least 0o 013 inch under full loadingo The greatest pad de= 
flection, 0o 035 inch• occurred under the first girder° In. general the first pads 
loaded compressed, the most• the last several pads loaded compressed to a lesser 
degree, with the pad under girder #• compressing the leasto Thee average pad 
compression, was on the order o•' 0o 02 incb.o 
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It can be concluded from these data that considerable transfer of load from 
the loaded to the unloaded girders takes place° The average pad compression of 
0o 02 inch would have an additive but insignificant effect on the deck thickness and 
does not warrant consideration in design or field calculations° 

Measurements taken at a steel bearing assembly on the fixed end of the 
span indicated very slight vertical movements° The maximum compression meas- 
ured was 0o 01 inch considerably less than the average at the neoprene bearings° 

Plan Girder Deflections 

Deflections given on the bridge plans for simply supported spans are usually 
calculated by assuming each girder to be free to deflect as an individual unit° Thus, 
plan dead load deflections are calculated by assuming that each interior girder, for 
example, will carry an equal portion of the concrete deck as shown in Figure 18. 
Using this method• the midspan deflections for the Rteo 607 interior girders were 
found to be equal to 1.0 inch.* The plans, however, give the value as 1-5/8 inches, or 
0o 63 inch too high° Had the plan value been used, the forms would have been set too 
high• and with the longitudinal screeding the deck thickness would have been shy by 
0o 63 inch (assuming the correct conventionally calculated deflection represents the 
true situation, and that all thermal factors are neglected)° However, a shy deck 
thickness had resulted earlier on another bridge deck, and the contractor had made 
adjustments in the forming elevations to avert a similar occurrence on the Rte. 607 
span° As shown in Appendix Figure A=2, actual depth probe data indicate that the 
completed deck is very close to the required 7½ inch thickness° 

Due to the deck forming adjustments described and the findings regarding the 
effects of solar radiation, it would be fruitless to attempt to calculate the actual 
thickness of the deck° At any rate, such an analysis would be of little value to this 
study° 

Plan deflection errors on the high side, as other studies (2) have shown, 
are a major cause of shy deck thickness when longitudinal screeding is used and 
would have caused a deficient deck on the study span if adjustments had not been madeo 

*For this calculation 150 lbo/fto 3 
was used as the weight of the reinforced 

concrete and the midspan moment of inertia value was usedo Moment of inertia 
values are given in Appendix Figure 
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MIDSPAN DEF'L. = 

5wl 4 

384 EI 

uniform loading per unit length of span 

length of span 

modulus of elasticity of the girder 

moment of inertia of the girder 

Figure 18o Conventional calculation of girder deflections •or simple 
spans due to deck placement° 

Field and Theoretical Girder Deflections 

As shown previously, differential temperatures can have a significant bear- 
ing on the elevations of steel bridge girders° Thus, the field deflection measurements 
taken during the deck placement operation automatically incorporate the existing ther- 
mal conditions on the girders° Accordingly, the actual midspan deflections of the 
girders for each deck loading increment are shown in Figure 19o Additional measure= 

ments taken approximately three hours after completion of the deck finishing (2:55 pomo 
data, Figure 19) clearly show that continued heating of the top girder flanges results 
in an upward deflection of the whole span° Viewed as a proportion of the total dead 
load deflection at 11:40 aomo, this average 18% "thermal uplift" demonstrates the 
remarkable forces generated by thermal differentials° 

The general transverse pattern of the midspan girder deflections for all load- 
ing intervals shows that the structural steel framing is acting as a unit due to the 
diaphragm connections between the girders° Note that girder #6 is uplifted by the 
first and second, loading increments° Thus, the basic questions are 
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How do the a.ctu•a! defl, ecti•ons for each ioadmg increment 
compare to those com•entionally calculated ? 

How do the actual, defle•:tions eolmpare •,th those computed 
by assuming r,•g,i,d or se:mi•rigid• eonnecti, ons between all the 
girders ? 

To study the latter question, a theoretical analysis ot deflections of semi,•. 
rigidly connected girders was used° This anMysis, w.hieh was de•e]oped by Lisle(3), 
utilizes a •modiiied stiffness matr:i.x and. has been programmed i.n Extended Algol 60 
for soluti•on on a Burroughs B55i:•0 computer° (The computer program lJ, sting is 
given in Appendix C,• The program can be used for computing deflections of bridge 
girder syste•ms with any degree ot end fixity at the diaphragm connections° Thus, 
an end fixity factor of one •woul.d represent a rigid connection and zero would repre• 
sent a pinned connection° Any •,alue between zero and one would represent a semi- 
rigid eonnectiono 

In u.sing the program the structural framing of a span is considered as a 
series of segments each segment u suMly ter,mmating at a eonneetiono Referring 
back to F•i•gure 2, the Rteo 607 framing would consist of four segments for each girder 
plus .25 mdividual di.aphrag:mso The moments of inertia of each. segment of the girders 
were ealculated, by conventional iproeedures and are given :i.n. Appendix Figure 
The differential thermal eonditi•ons existing on the girders at each loading increment 
can be accounted for i.n the program by applying moments at the girder ends (as 
shown, earlier in F•gt•re 1,5C• and. at changes m the sectional dimensions of the girders° 
An. estimate of the thermal :moments .can be calculated fro:m; 

M EA 

where 

.M thermaI moment 

E mod.ul,•s of elasticity of steel, 

C/x_ ther•maJ, coeflieient of expansion of steel 

di.fferent:iM, temperature between upper an.d lower flanges 

A area., of the heated, fl.ange 

d distance tro.m centro:id oi A to t.he neutral axi,So 

Since independent solar rad.iatmn def!•e•ti.on data were a:•,;•a•.!.abl•e for the Rteo 607 
span, the mo:ments as deter:mined trom the above formula were he•..k.ed i.n. the 
computer program and found to be s!.•ight!v lOWo A multiple of 1,o 2,M checked 
closely and was used for the therma,!, •input moments m the analysi, so 



For the loading on the f'rame the actual umt weights of the concrete (see 
Appendix Table A•I) were usedo The total weight of the concrete was determined 
from these values and the v•olumes placed, in, each loading incremento The total 
weight was proportioned to each girder according to the plan dimensions, io eo 
each exterior girder received 1,5o 6% and each interior girder 17o 2% of the loado 
Since much of the concrete on the span had. not been screeded to grade at each 
loading increment, this was considered to be a reasonable procedure° Where the 
loading increments varied slightly from the ideal, this was noted in the field and 
taken into account in, the analysiso Thus, the programmed loading corresponds as 
nearly as is practical to that existing during the field deflection measurements° 

In presenting the results of the analysis, it is convenient to show the field 
and the computed deflections for each loading increment on the same figure° In 
this manner comparisons can. readily be made° Only the midspan deflections are 
presented since these are of the most basi¢• importance° (Quarter=span field de= 
flection measurements were found to be on the order of' 70 to 75% of the midspan 
values, as was expected.) A transverse section ol the steel, framing, which is 
given at the top of each f•igure, shows the actual loading intensities and thermal 
differentials existing at the time the field imeasurements were made° The results 
are shown, in Figures 20 through 26° 
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A comparison of actual field midspan deflections with computed 
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A comparison of actual field midspan deflections with computed 
deflections. {Loading interval No. 3, 9•15 a.m., b•an #3, Rte. 607.) 
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••onn e c•tio_n•R igid••i_t__y_..• 

A thorough theoretical analysis of a wide range of end fixity factors (E. Fo F.) 
was made for each loading increment designated in Figure 19o In general, very 
little difference was found between the deflections obtained by assuming Eo F F. :s 
ranging from 0o i0 to Io 0o An Eo Fo Fo of 0o 20, however, appeared to match the 
actual deflection patterns the closesto An example is given in Figure 20 showing 
several Eo Fo Fo conditions compared with the field data for the first loading incre- 
mento Note that the thermal differentials are included in the curves shown° Similar 
results were found for all other loading incrementso Thus it is concluded that the 
diaphragm connections on the Rteo 607 span are semirigid in nature and have an 

end fixity factor of approximately 0o 20o An Eo F. F of 0o 20 was also found to 
closely check deflection deficiencies occurring on the Brambleton Avenue bridge as 
analyzed by Lisle° (3) For practical purposes this could be assumed to be a rigid 
connection since an insignificant error would be involved° 

Actual and Theoretical Deflection Comparisons 

Figures 21-26 compare the actual and the computed deflections for each 
loading incremento The theoretical deflections given are based on an Eo Fo Fo of 0.20, 
and the computed values are shown both excluding and including the superimposed 
differential thermal conditions on the girders° The conventional deflections are based 

on a unit weight of 150 Ibo/fto 3 for concrete, which is commonly used for calculating 
plan deflectionso The following observations are made from the six data figures: 

io In general the deflections by the frame analysis including thermal 
conditions are in excellent agreement with the actual field deflections° 

The frame analysis excluding thermal conditions shows that the 
deflections would be considerably greater if differential thermal 
conditions did not existo Noting girder #i during the first loading 
increment (Figure 21), for example• the downward deflection would 
be 0o 22 inch, or 33%, greater by neglecting the thermal factor° 
Viewed conversely, the actual deflections were less due to hotter 
temperatures on the top flanges of the girders° 

Both the actual field and the frame analysis results were markedly 
different from the conventionally calculated deflections° 

Noting girder #2 during' the third loading increment (Figure 23), 
it can be observed that the concrete placement was 2 to 2½ bays 
(the distance between adjacent girders) ahead of the final pass of 
the screeding machine over girder #2° Excluding thermal effects, 
the frame analysis deflection value is very nearly equal to the 
conventional, deflectiono Observing the same point on Figure 24, 
which, would constitute a 3 to 3½ bay lead, these two deflection 
values are almost identical° Thus, the greater the lag of the final 
screeding pass, the greater the chances of the actual deflections 
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being the same as the conventional plan deflections, and t.he less 
tb.e chances of the deck thickness being s]a,yo .For the span in question, 
a final screeding pass lag of ,._.3 bays behind c.oncrete place:ment appears 
to be ideal• 

General observations from the data presented indicate that the final 
sereeding pass over the concrete averages a 2 to 3 bay lag behind 
concrete place•mento Quite often only a 2 bay lag was noted over 

some areas 

N one :instance the final pass of the screed was .made with only a one• 
ba• lag. Referring to F,•gt•re 24, the d•:ifterence between •e field and, 
conventional deflecti, ons at the final pass over girder #4 is •)o 30 :inch° 
The deck could possibly hax;•e been shy by 0• 30 inch in that vicinity 
had the forms been set; utfli•zin.g conventionM defl.ections and the initial 
girder elevations (taken. f/or bolster calculations) measured when the 
girders were in a tb.erma!ly neutral conditi, ono 

Considering a h•othetical situation which would assume th.e same 
eond:itions listed in the for:mer situation, a 0o •,i• meh shy deck could 
occur !.)etween girders 3 an.d 4 during the tJa.ird loading i.ncre:ment 
(Fi, gure 23) •i.f only a one-bay lag were used i.n screedi,ng the deck to grade° 

The thermal upli,ft of the span,, which occurred in a three hour period, 
subsequent to completion• of' the deck finishing, was verified by the frame 
analysis results• which check very closely with the field deflections at 
that time (Figure 2•)o 

RESULTS (S, B•Lo, RTEo I5, SPAN #4) 

The results of the fiel, d :measure:ments and data analysis on. the Rteo 1,5 span 
were much the same as those presented for the Rteo 607 bridge span° Since the 
latter results have been discussed m consi•derable detail, treatment of the Rteo 15 
data will be brief and.. confined mostly to observations of general differences between 
them. and the Rte• 607 data° 

All the procedures described previously were used in the analysis of the 
Rteo 15 data. 

Thermal Differentials During Deck Place•ment 

Thermal, data taken during p!ace•ment of the Rteo 15 span. are presented in 
Figure 27° The determinations of t.b,e times of initial and final sets of the concrete 
are included ,i.n Appendix Fig•x.re B-•l,o Note in Figure 27 tb_at the air temperature 
data are applicabl•e to the whole br:i.dge span° The following observati.ons are 
presented from iFigure 27: 
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le The temperature on the top flanges of the girders increased 
rapidly due to solar radiation un•:il the concrete was placed 
over them° 

2• After the concrete h.ad been. plaeed, •:he average rate of rise 
of the temperature on the top flanges was usually less than. that 
of the ambient air temperature° On girders 5, 6 and 7, where 
the concrete was placed after 10::•0 ao.m• a net cooling of the 
top flanges prior to final set resul•edo 

The general rate of temperature ri.se on the bottom flanges was 
slightly less than the •verage rate of increase in. the ambient air 
temperature (with the exception oi girder #6 on the east side• 
which is exposed to morning solar radiation)• The temperature 
on the bot.•_om flanges of fhe girders was always less than the 
amb.ient air tempera•_:ure adjacent to the deck•. 

While the heat of hydrati,on of the concrete prior to final set may have had 
some effect on the increased temperature of the top flanges of girders 1, 2, and 
3, the evidence suggest that solar radiation• increasing ambient air temperature, 
and the initial telmperature o• the plastic concrete were responsible for the increase° 

Bearing Pad. Deflections 

The neoprene bearing pad defleet_i•ons shown i,n iFigure 28 are, in general, 
like those for the Rteo 607 span° Due possibly to the wider span width, there appears 
to have been more uplift at the center three pads during the first loading interval° 
This uplift, in a practical sense, was •ery insignificant (0o 0015 inch)° The maximum 
pad deflection was approximately 0• 03 inch and the average was on the order of 0o 02 
incho 

Plan Girder Deflections 

Using the conventional :method, the midspan deflection due to the dead load of 
the concrete deck was calculated to be iI• 04 inch for the interior girders• and 0o 88 
inch for the exterior girderso The dead load mid.span deflections for both the in 
terior and exterior girders were given as 1½ inches on, the bridge plans° Thus, as 
for the Rteo 607 span, had the contractor used the plan deflection values a midspan 
shy deck thickness of I/2 inch over the interior girders and 5/• inch over the 
exterior girders would have resulted (assuming no other factors would have influenced 
the outcome of the results)° Due to ample allowances in the ior:ming elevation, s, how• 
ewer, the minimum 8 inch final deck thickness was obtained (see depth probe resul, ts• 
Appendix Figure ,B•o2)o 

*Calculations based on i_h.e :midspan :moment of inerti.a value and. i50 lbo/fro 3 unit 
weight of reinforced concrete• 
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TRANSVERSE SECTION (RTE. 15, SPAN #4) 
SHOWING DECK PLACEMENT INTERVALS USED FOR. DEFLECTION MEASUREMENTS 
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Figure 28. Neoprene bearing deflec•ons at the expansion, end. of each girder for 
the deck placement loading intervals shown. 
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Field and Theoretical Girder Deflections 

The theoretical analysis approach to the Rteo 15 data was the same as that 
for the Rteo 607 span, with one exception° Whereas independent solar radiation. 
data were available to verify the thermal moment inputs on the Rteo 607 span, 
these data were not available for the Rteo 15 study° Consequently, the therlmal 
moment inputs for the computer program were calculated directly •rom the formula 
presented earlier° The unit weights of concrete used in the analysis are given, in 
Appendix Table B-I. 

Diaphragm Connection Rig• 

The theoretical deflection analysis was performed on connection rigidity (Eo Fo Fo 
factors of• zero, 0o05, 0o i0, 0•20, 0o50, and Io 0o As was the case with the former span, 
an Eo F• Fo of 0o 20 appeared to best match the field deflection results; but there is little 
difference between E F. Fo •s of 0o 20 and io0o 

Actual and Theoretical Deflection Comparisons 

Figures 29-34 show the actual and, the calculated deflections o,f the girders for 
each loading interval. The theoretical frame analysis deflections are based on an 
Eo Fo F. of 0.20 excluding and including the average thermal differentials existing 
for each particular loading interval° 

In general the data verify the observations made on the previous structureo 
These data clearly indicate that temperature differentials on the general order of 1.0 ° 
to 15°F will exist during summer daytime deck placement operations° Top girder 
flanges exposed to solar radiation •or a number of hours before the concrete is placed 
can become very hot as evidenced by girder #7, Figure 31• The resulting upward, de- 
flection of the girders at midspan are on the general order of i0 to 20% of the plan 
deflections as calculated by conventional procedureso 

At a point where roughly three-quarters of the deck had been placed, there was 
a tendency on both study spans for the final pass of the longitudinal screeding machine 
to follow too closely behind concrete placement (Figure 23}o While this may have been. 
due to the delays for study measurements• any type of delay during normal operations 
could cause the same result° Again., a three-bay lag behind concrete placement 
appears to be ideal° Finally• it should be noted again that the conventionally calc•= 
fated deflections shown, in Figures 30•34 are based on the midspan moments of 
inertia and exclude thermal differentials° This would explain much of the dii'ference 
between the final conventional and the frame analysis deflections which take all ehanges 
of moments of inertia into account° 
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Figure 29. A comparison of ac•za!, fi,'-:;id m.kt•:•.•im defleo•:ions wi• computed 
• v N• [ Span, ;4•,<! SBL Rte, 15. 
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Figure 30. A comparison of actual field midspan deflections with computed 
deflections. Loading interval NO. 2, Span #4, SBL Rte. 15. 
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Figure 31. A comparison of actual fiela .mlclspan (•e•ections with computed 
deflections. Loading interval No. 3, Span #4, SBL Rte. 15. 
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Figure 32. A comparison, of actual iield midspan deflections with computed 
deflections. Loading interval #4, Span #4, SBL Rte. 15. 
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Figure 33. A comparison of actual field midspan deflections with computed 
deflections. Loading interval .No. 5,. Span #4, SBL Rte. 15. 
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Figure 34. A comparison of actu• field midsp•n deflections with computed 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

While there was usually a reasonable lag behind concrete placement before 
the final longitudinal screeding pass was made over a given area, occasionally there 
was only a one- or two-bay lago There would appear to be a need to compensate for 
such instances when conventional plan deflections have been used to establish forming 
elevations. If one considers the hypothetical situation discussed in the Rteo 607 re- 

sults, a 40% reduction in the plan girder deflections would have been needed to avert 

a 0o40 inch shy deck thickness. On the other hand, if deck forming elevations were 
established to minimize the potential thermal differentials, only a 26% reduction in 
conventional plan deflections would be needed. Clearly, a routine reduction in con• 

ventional plan deflections values of at least 25% appears warranted° Since plan dead 
load deflections for simple span bridges seldom exceed 2 inches• a 25% reduction 
could conceivably result in a 1/2 inch. extra thickness in the midsoan area of some 
decks° Current Virginia Department of Highways specifications! 6)however• allow 
payment for up to 1/2 inch in excess of the plan deck thickness° 

The results have indicated that the bolted diaphragm connections act in a 
semirigid fashion on the two spans tested, but •or most practical calculations they 
could be assumed to be rigid. Use of conventionally calculated dead load deflections 
appears to be adequate as long as final longitudinal screeding follows concrete place• 
ment by approximately three-bay lengths° This result, however, must be qualified 
to structures similar to those tested° Bridges on heavy skews, for example, would 
represent a different situation and the use of conventional plan dead load deflection 
values and longitudinal screeding would be quite riskyo The deflections obtained 
from the computer program (included in Appendix C) compared favorably with the 
field results when an. Eo F. Fo of 0o 20 was used• and the program could be utilized 
for checking deflections in questionable situations where longitudinal screeding is 
to be used. 

Since the plan dead load deflections were too high for each of the study spans 
and. have also been found to be too high in other investigations(2), it appears that much 
of the shy deck problem is due to this factor rather than to diaphragm rigidity° 
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APP END]X A 

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA FOR THE RTEo 607 SPAN 
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TABLE A 1, 

UNIT WEIGHTS OF CONCRETE 
Rt;,e 607 

Truck Load [•n:i,t We,:f,ght 
Nu tuber lbo/'f•!;o :{ 

5 147o 

7 1,41!,o 45 
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APPENDIX B 

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA FOR THE RTEo 15 SPAN 
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TABLE B=I 

UNIT WEIGHTS OF CONCRETE 
Rteo 15 

Truck Load Unit Weight 
Number lbo/fto• 

1 140o 0 

3 14100 

5 140o 0 

7 140o0 

10 1390O 

12 140o 5 

A•IO 



APP ENDIX C 

COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR GIRDER DEFLECTIONS BY FRAME ANALYSIS 

Appendix C provides a printout of the computer program developed by 
Li•s!,eo (3) The program, which is written in Burroughs B5500 Extended Algot. 
•an be used for analyzing any grid system under v•ertieal toads and moments out 
of the gr•d. planeo Loads can be app!ied directly to the joints or they c•an be applied 
a!ong the members and converted to equivalent joint toads w•th consi•deration bei•g 
g:•,en to semirigid cotmect•onso The results for each loadin.g cond•,t•,on analyzed are 
tabulated as ;,erti, cal movements and as rotation.So 
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